
Hi Precious Family, I found a 2003 RH/YK days of awe missive i sent you 16 years ago, 

which I’m m enclosing.....As you know, the theme  is one of of new beginnings, order 

out of chaos (ha!)...and of course wishing a "sweet" year of apple dipped in honey. 

    I am so filled with joy and awe and happiness to be embedded in such a loving, 

amazing family.  Thank you thank you, to each of you, to life, to the universe.  Love 

love, poppers of and in awe.... 

 

Sept 29, 2019  

Shauna sent me a request in 2003 to write a summary of the Days of Awe. I just came across it thie 
month of prepartion (Elul, 2019) for the Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur, and am re-sharing it 16 years 
later☺ love love 

 
 

1) Context:  

  *There is a loving and  compassionate universe 

   *Gratefulness for the blessings in our lives;  

    * Judaism believes "The soul  which God gives us is pure.  “Elohai neshama shenatata 

be t’horah he.This is a beautiful niggun song  recognizing the essential rightness of, in 

Buddhist terms, our empty pure mirror Buddha nature within 

 

 2) Judgment. This time is often called the Days of Judgment.  For many years, I didn't 

like this aspect or concept. Too harsh, too negative. And on Yom Kippur, there is a section 

where in some services people recite together an alphabet list of sins, while they hit their 

chest. Too melodramatic, I thought. But I now have a different view. I now see it, within the 

context of #1 above, as an opportunity for a ruthllessly honest and candid soul-searching . to see 

ALL the dust that that we are capable of this year in as non-defensive a way as possible. We 

need to honestly judge where we are---discern the dust on our  mirror--not as a way to punish 

ourselves, but as a way to·say,  wow, the task is long, hard, deep, and will require constant 

effort!  

       And I now perceive and feel the listing of sins and the hand on the heart, not as a self-

blaming pounding, but as a knocking, we are knocking on our  hearts to open our hearts, to 

honestly face our shortcomings,  unskillful and unwholesome habits, and asking ourselves and 

God to open us as deeply and honestly as possible. I inevitably cry during this section ... and I 

recall that there is a story that says that these tears are a way that We open our hearts and touch 

God. 

 

This developing of insight into ourselves and recognizing our “dust” on the mirror,  is  

considered the most important first step in TESHUVAH, the turning, or returning to God, or our 

highest, more pure soul nature. Once we recognize ways we have created dust on our mirrors, we 

then ... 

 

3) CASTING OUT (Taslich) and ASKING FORGIVENESS. There is no way we can 

do an honest inventory and not realize that there are unskillful habits and behaviors we have 

engaged in the past year. I see Taslich as a ceremony where we say, I recognize those thoughts, 

behaviors, actions, I acknowledge them, and wipe them as dust from my pure nature ..... 1 seek a 



time of new beginnings ....The line we say is from Michah: "God will cast our transgressions into 

the sea " water symbolizes kindness .... And the forgiveness part when we honestly see how we 

have acted toward people by thought, word, and deed, we want to ask their  forgiveness for any 

hurt we have caused them, intentionally or  unintentionally by our thought word or deed (this 

does not necessarily have to be done in person, or in writing, it can be done in your heart, 

 depending on what you and God truly feel is most skillful).(This process  also includes forgiving 

others for the hurts they have caused us; and forgiving ourselves for the hurts we have caused 

ourselves (intentional and unintentional self-created suffering). 

 

 

4) NEW BEGINNINGS, JOYOUS ANO LOVELY CREATION FROM CHAOS. The 

shofar  at the start of Rosh HaShannah is designed to "wake us up" to the task 

we need to do .... There are over 100 shofar blasts during the RH/Yk  ceremonies and services, 

each with different meanings .....to wake up; fight the "evil" impulses,  to gather our strength for 

the task, and finally, having gone through the  honest  judgment- of where we are, if  we are 

given the gift of 1ife for another year, to hear the final long shofar blast calling us forward from 

the chaos, confusion, struggle to a new beginning, renewed, refreshed, ready to again try once 

more to climb back on the path .. The shofar is a simple, plaintive sound, like a cry from the 

heart ....a call to evaluate our actions and improve our ways, as expressed in the verse: "Awake, 

sleepers from your sleep, slumbers, arise from your slumber--examine your deeds, return (to) 

your Creator.  Two beautiful passages: 

• “The gates between heaven and earth are opened, and things that were beyond us 

suddenly become possible. The deepest questions of our heart begin to find answers. 

our deepest fear, that gaping emptiness  ahead of us and back behind us as well 

suddenly becomes our ally. Heaven begins to help us.” 

 

• May we each learn to build the holy sanctuary of our life calmly and courageously, 

with purified will, and renewed strength, on a soil which has been cleansed by your  

        reflection, your forgiveness, of self and others, and your intentions ....open yourself  

        once again to let the divine wisdom help you perform the task of your life in  

        cheerfulness and gladness, rejoicing on earth in the presence of the sacred. .. 

 

Wishing you each a sweet year, of joy, happiness, health and love 

 

PS mom’s cheerleading comments from 2003 

 

Deane, I thought this was absolutely fantastic! Your summary of RH/YK 

is the best I've ever seen the elements are so pure, so logically 

connected . 

 

PS addition: From Ecclesiastes 



 
the theme  is one of  new beginnings, order out of chaos (ha!)...and of course wishing 

a "sweet" year of apple dipped in honey. 

 

 

Mama J response: Sept 30,2019 Dad's thoughts about Days of Awe are always uplifting 

and inspiring.  They keep me connected with the big picture of life!  I was so struck 

by the idea that "beating" your breast during the vidui is not self-punishment, but 

rather knocking on your heart to encourage it to open in love, compassion, and total 

self-honesty. 

 

SHAUNA response: Good morning, I love you! 

poppers thank you for the wonderful words of wisdom. Here is the ritual i've created for my 
women's dinner tomorrow evening for Rosh Hashana. 
Love love 
S 

1. Meditation: Reflect on what you want to let go of, what you want to forgive in others 
and yourself: Cleansing in Holy Water 

2. Meditation: Reflect on your deepest prayer and intention for this new year 
3. Celebration: Wish yourself and each other a sweet year -- apples and honey 

  



 

Earlier 2000 

 


